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embrace your inner hero. 



ARE YOU A
  HERO?

Heroes are awesome! Or are they...
 
This edition of the Journal explores the ideas if heroes are
cooler than villains. It's interesting how heroes and villains
seem to blend and blur the lines. It's also interesting that
the heroes ALWAYS end up winning even though they
are much weaker, smaller, but they work well in teams.
The power of ONE villain never seems to beat the heart
of a true hero. It is beautiful, strange, unrealistic, yet it
inspires us all the time. 
 
Enjoy this HERO edition of The Journal. Explore the
purity and honesty of a hero, and showcase the light of
the human spirit.



HERO
 

“HEROES ARE
MADE BY THE
PATHS THEY

CHOOSE, NOT
THE POWERS

THEY ARE
GRACED WITH.”

Jarvis, sometimes you gotta run before you
can walk.



WHO DAT
TEACHER?!

 
Guess and match the teacher with their favorite Marvel Character!

Answers are in the back!

Romy

Eunah

CindyBeck
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Mr.Hong
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Mr.Hong
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Valencia in Vanilla Land
by: Amy



One peaceful day, a disaster took place in Vanilla land. All of the food and gems and gold got stolen! The

citizens got scared and some got very angry. They couldn’t believe what lay in front of them! It was not the

Vanilla land they knew. It was a huge mess! Without the core gems, they would become poor and an

abandoned land with beggars all over. They had a meeting at the main bridge. They decided that someone

should lead at least four of them and take them on a journey to find the thief. It had to be the bravest of

the bravest among them.

 Just then, a flash of golden light struck against the ground. Then, a small figure shaped like a star fell from

the sky with a loud crash! The star turned out to be a transportable star. They soon found out that the cute,

pudgy looking rider was the warrior of the space, and she was sent on an important mission. 

 The mission was to travel to Vanilla land and find out the solution for them. Her name was Valencia. She

gets to go on a dangerous, but honorable journey for a solution. The good part was that even though

Valencia was only three years old, she was very adult-like and was great at fighting. She agreed that she

would be sent on the journey to find the thief. However, no one knew that Cinnamon king, an enemy of

Valencia was watching them with spectaculars and planned to kill them..... 

 Valencia was determined to find and defeat the enemy for sure. At that point, Cinnamon King was truly

determined to find Valencia and stop her from saving Vanilla land. An evil plan came up in his mind.

Valencia went to many villages and searched low or high for the thief. The four warriors got tired 

and restless.

 When they reached the last village, which is just next to Mount. Cinnamon, the castle of King Cinnamon,

they had the last of hope; no clues came out. A small child told them that he saw servants of the king

passing by, holding food and lying to the kid that they were fake food. Valencia had an idea that struck

against her brain like lightning. 'What if the Cinnamon King took all the food?'She headed for the dark,

looming castle with a new, fresh mind. She searched for hours to find him. When she was about to give up,

she heard a strange sound and then found him, eating food. She reported his and banned him from

coming back to Vanilla land forever!!

Valencia in Vanilla Land
by: Amy



The Toilmonster
by: Iris



“BRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRIIIING!!!”, “Yay! Class ended!!” Bob is an ordinary student in Rubber Ducky

Elementary school. He was a normal 5th grade student. His class ended and all the other boys went to the

boy’s restroom. There were a lot of boys today. But Bob didn’t mind and did his business. THEN

“ROOOAAAR!!” a super loud roaring sound came from his toilet. The toilet had poop for its legs and arms.

It had furious eyes and a toilet that he used!!!

   “AAAAAAAAAAAAAAACK!!!!” Bob screamed. He didn’t know anything to do smarter than screaming.

Other boys were like Bob too. Then, he felt something down his spine. ZOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOP! Weird

prints and toilet paper floated as it surrounded him. His pants and T-shirt transformed into toilet paper. He

was like a mummy in school! Plus, he got a darkish brown toilet paper cape too!

   Bob didn’t see about his Toilet paper costume and threw one of the toilet paper rolls at the toilmonster

who was eating poop peacefully. ”BAAAAAAAM!!” the toilet paper that Bob threw crashed the

Toilmonster. “BOB!!! BOB!!! YOU ARE GREAT!!!” all the boys exclaimed in awe. Bob felt so proud. It was

smelly too.

   The toilmonster was gone. There were only a crashed toilet and poop all around it. It was gone!!! Gone!!!

Bob said, “Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh…. YAAAAAAAY!!!!!!!!!” And from that incident, he became a hero for

boys and a handsome, cool, nice, heroic boyfriend for any girl. He got his name on the school hall of fame.

It was written “Bob of the Rubber Ducky Elementary school, had saved the students from the toilet that

was a monster”

 

<100 years Later>

“GRRRRRRRRRRR……. It’s time for revenge, Bob….Even though you are dead… I am stronger, more

powerful!! I, Toilmoster will take over Earth for you, Bob… HA!HA!HA!...” The toilmonster revived. The

Earth was demolished in poop and pee. NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

 

The End Of The Toilmonster…

The Toilmonster
by: Iris



The Hero War
by: Jeannie



There once was a team called the Metals. They lived on the continent of Africa. The captain was a boy

called Robert, who was called Captain Metal. Most of them were good friends, but a boy named Roger did

not like Robert being the captain. Roger always wished he would be Captain Metal. He wanted to be the

leader of all heroes. So, with 5 people, he went to find a crystal that gives the owner absolute power that

was hidden in the middle of Greenland. 

Robert knew about this, and decided to find the crystal before Roger does. He took the rest of the team

with him on the trip. He also made a boy named Nick another leader. The two teams first crossed the

Sahara Desert. Robert and Roger wished they would not meet each other. If they did, both teams could

lose almost half of their crew. However, they unexpectedly met.

NOW IT BECAME A SUPER DUPER BATTLE!!! 

Although Robert's team was 4 times bigger, Roger made half of the other team fly away back to Africa.

All of Robert's army, including Robert, ran away. "What a shame!" Thought Robert. He vowed not to run

away next time. Eventually, Roger's team crossed the desert first. Robert's team didn't have enough food

and water. Because of that, they had to stop often, so the team crossed the dessert a day later than

Roger's. Meanwhile, Roger's team was on a boat to Australia. He did not want to be seen. After they were

in Australia, they steered a boat themselves to Antarctica. On the other hand, Robert's team rode a plane

full of scientists going to Antarctica. Unfortunately, they met again in the middle of Antarctica.

ANOTHER SUPER DUPER BATTLE!!! 

Unlike the last battle, Robert's team made one of Roger's team member fly back to Africa, and crossed

Antarctica 12 hours earlier than Roger's team. However, Roger's teammate called Everest made a GIANT

SNOWSTORM and made Robert and his team get trapped in it. That is why Roger's team could go much

faster. They rowed a boat straight to Greenland. That was not the end, however. Robert borrowed the

scientist's plane, and rode it to Greenland. 

THEY HAD THEIR LAST SUPER DUPER MEGA BATTLE!!! 

During the battle, Robert noticed Roger going to the place where the crystal is hidden. He tried to stop

him, but it was too late. Robert had touched the crystal, and he had absolute power. It was so strong,

strong enough to be the most powerful and the greatest super hero of all. The first thing he did was to

make himself Captain Metal and kick Robert out of the team. He also kicked out people who didn't like

him being the leader. People were afraid of Roger, but they got used to it and forgot about Robert.

The Hero War
by: Jeannie



The Fall of the Buzz Village
by: Jiu



Approximately 50,000,000,000,000 years ago, before even Earth was born, there was only one planet in the

universe: The Land of Foods. And at a teeny tiny corner of the state “Cotton Candy”, there lived the people of Buzz,

all happy but ignorant of the huge catastrophe they would soon have to experience…

Well, the people of Buzz was getting popular among the Devourers, the monsters who sometimes came to consume a

Buzz or two. But that didn’t happen in the last few years, so the Buzzes lived carefree, always romping around 

and laughing. The king of the Devourers was called D.D., short for Dark Devourer. He wanted to taste one of those

sweet, fluffy dessert with rainbow sprinkles made out of real rainbow (I’m not kidding) himself. Grinding his jagged

teeth in deep thinking, D.D. decided to conquer the people of Buzz.

First, D.D. trained his fat soldiers. To complete their training, they had to eat 500 ice creams in one day. That way,

D.D.’s kingdom could easily digest the people of Buzz, which there were only 100 of them. Better be safe than sorry!

Next, D.D. prepared money by collecting more tax from the peasant Devourers. Breathing tax, growth tax, marriage

tax… Oh, the cruelty of D.D. was so extreme! He assembled all the best pharmacists and forced them to make a very

developed digestive medicine to use when one of the soldiers got a stomachache. Better be safe than sorry!

Now, D.D. was a very stubborn person-no, Devourer. The peasants struggled at the endless amount of tax they

needed to pay EVERY HOUR, but he didn’t care. He just thought of wars, wars, and wars, so his kingdom gradually 

became unstable.

D.D. didn’t notice the change. “Open the gates! We’re going to charge to Cotton Candy!” he commanded to the army

general. The Dark Devourer and his army ran day and night, huffing and puffing and huffing. Their heavy armors

clanked around, making them weary. (Horses didn’t exist at the time) Finally, after four days of dreary trudging, D.D.

and the soldiers arrived to Cotton Candy.

‘Wow,’ D.D. thought. ‘This place is full of dazzling treats! Let’s see…what should I try first?’ To him, the whole state

was like a vending machine. He would select what to try and if he was lucky, “Bam!” It appeared in his sight. The cool

thing was: the vending machine was all free! He just had to chase the screaming creature a little and pick up its

trembling body. ‘Mmm...nice! ‘ he thought with satisfaction.

While D.D. filled his stomach with happy treats, one of his soldiers said to him, “My lord, have you forgotten about

our actual purpose? This-this creatures are just appetizers! Our main course is the people of Buzz! My, my…

something must’ve happened to your brain, my lord.”

Even though it was a little rude, D.D. didn’t get angry like he would have a day ago. Because of the delicious sweets,

his mood was up high, in the sky. But what the soldier reminded him was so striking, he immediately ordered:

“Everyone, stop! This was just our appetizer! We can’t get too full with appetizers, can we? Now, drink your digesters

just to be safe and let’s start movin’ to our main course, the Buzzes!”

“But I’m already so full…” someone mumbled. “No complaints! Remember our training.” D.D. snapped. “Stomp,

stomp, stomp, stomp…” The Dark Devourer and his minions stomped away, off to find their main ‘Cotton Candy’.

Meanwhile, the people of Buzz shook with nervousness as they heard the terrifying news. “Wahhh! Monsters!”

The Fall of the Buzz Village
by: Jiu



The kids scampered in the fields with their parents crying, “Shhhh! Be quiet! Stop whining or D.D. will devour you!“

This made the children cry louder and LOUDER.

The tiny Buzz village didn’t know what to do. The state Cotton Candy was located in the east end of the Land of the

Foods. The Devourers were closing in from the west side, and in the south was D.D.’s kingdom, while the north was

the Sea of Beverages. At the time, there weren’t even houses! The foods just slept on their packages, whether it was

McDonuts’ or Starbuzz or Burgerqueen.

Wow. The Buzzes just floated around with their cotton open and their hands pulling at their sprinkles. 30 minutes

passed like that, and now they could hear the faint 'stomp, stomp, stomp-ing' of D.D.’s flabby soldiers.

But, there was one person who was prepared for the battle. The leader of the people of Buzz, the Golden Buzzer! He,

made strong dark chocolate armors for everyone – literally - while all the chaos.

“Buzzes! Don’t be afraid! Fight like death itself! Even if you die, you will go to the heavens and be remembered as the

bravest Buzz ever! To expand your courage, I give you these sturdy armors of mine and let’s FIGHT!” said the Golden

Buzzer as he threw his armors (made of chocolate) at the people. 

That did it. That rescued the Buzzes from chaos. They caught the armors and started to lick it to death. Oh my. The

ancient Buzzes didn’t understand the definition of ‘armor’. They only knew what ‘chocolate’ was, so they all assumed

the ‘chocolate armor’ was a candy.

The Golden Buzzer thought, ‘Oh, how did I get stuck with these ignorant people? Well, at least they could get energy

from chocolate. And bravery.’ He was COMPLETELY WRONG.

The Buzzes returned to hectic mode after they finished their armor treats. They began to run around again, unable to

think. “Stomp, stomp, stomp, stomp, stomp!” Meanwhile, the footsteps got louder until...

D.D. arrived at the Buzz village. He glistened with perspiration but grinned evilly and rubbed his short arms. The

soldiers shook their flabby belly full of, well, flab. When the villagers saw the intimidating monsters, they hid deep

underground and didn’t come back (while doing the math). I don’t know why.

Now, the Golden Buzzer saw the impossible situation. "How could one Buzz, only one, defeat a THOUSAND

Devourers?" He surrendered hopelessly. Now, you might wonder: then why did G.B. sound so confident when he

gave his motivational speech? Sorry. I don’t know too.

The Devourers cut G.B. into a THOUSAND pieces-one for each and licked their lips hungrily. They didn’t know their

main course would be this teeny- tiny. D.D. ordered the soldiers to change course to the north, to the Sea of

Beverages. They could at least swim and drink and eat the occasional chilly crab there.

You might have another question now: what happened to the Land of the Foods? My answer: it fell because the foods

were all killed by D.D.’s kingdom. Also, the Dark Devourer’ kingdom fell because of the unstable war and greedy

politicians and only the Dark Devourer survived.

Before I end this story, I will give you a warning: when you buy cotton candy, always be careful. If it suddenly

disappears with a wisp of black smoke, it might be the Dark Devourer. Beware!

The Fall of the Buzz Village
cont'd





The Underwater Battle
by: Jiwoo



Eunie, a normal 15 year old girl was sitting on the beach with her mother and her dog, Sapphire. 'What a wonderful
day!' she thought. At that moment, a UFO arrived at the beach. It said, 'from Daux to Earth.' Eunie was puzzled. What
was Daux? Suddenly, the spaceship stretched out its arms and kidnapped Eunie's mom. "NO! This can't be happening!
Give me my mother back!" Eunie cried. However, it was too late. The UFO had already gone underwater. She poked her
cheek and felt a bit of pain. It was real! Eunie had to save her mother.
Eunie found herself walking into the sea, finding her mother. She and Sapphire were walking underwater. However, they
were still breathing! Eunie gasped. "We can breathe underwater, Sapphire!" Sapphire replied, "Yes, we can!" Eunie
gasped once again. "You talk?" she asked. Sapphire explained that she had always been talking, but Eunie finally became
to understand her words. “Follow me,” Sapphire said. Eunie followed Sapphire into the deeper sea.
Eunie and Sapphire arrived at a huge palace decorated with glittering shells. A phoenix bird was guarding the gate. "Hi,
I'm Ruby. What have you come for?" Eunie told everything to Ruby. "So I want to know where my mom is." Ruby
shivered. "You should get advice from the queen of underwater," it said. Eunie and Sapphire followed Ruby into the
palace. "Good Luck!" Ruby went away. Eunie slowly opened the door. 
"Hi! You must be Eunie and Sapphire. I’m the queen. I've heard of you guys. Unfortunately, I don't know exactly about
Daux Universe. However, I have a servant who can explain it to you. This is Jack." A man came and said hello to them.
Jack told them about Daux Universe. " I'm afraid I can't tell where your mom is, but I do know about that UFO. The UFO
was from Daux Universe. Daux Universe is a place that is not well known in your land. However, people here like me,
fear Daux. It is known as the land of fear, where all the villains live. There live unknown creatures, waiting to conquer the
whole world. Now, the creatures are on the way to Earth. The villain who is attacking us is named Euoot, half Unicorn,
half Root. He can capture anyone." Jack ended his story. 
"Thanks!" Sapphire said. They said farewell and went out.
After coming out of the palace, Eunie and Sapphire were on the way to find Euoot. Finally, after hours of walking, they
saw something that looked like a house. They went closer and saw the same UFO they had seen in the morning. Eunie
also saw Euoot sitting beside the UFO. Euoot had a Unicorn face but had a huge roots-shaped body. Euoot found them
too, and wickedly smiled. "You have finally come. I have been wondering, you know." Suddenly, Euoot came closer. He
smiled once again and started stretching his root body. He aimed at Sapphire, who shivered. "Wha, What's happening?"
she asked. Without time to answer, Euoot wrapped Sapphire with his roots. "No!!!" Euoot put him in the UFO. "There's
no one to save you now. Hahaha! " Euoot said. "Oh? There's no one to save you either." Eunie said back. 
It was then when a figure appeared. " Yes, there is. Long-time no see, Eunie! " It was a familiar voice. The figure started
showing itself. It was a tall, thin man with black hair. It was from Jack. "Jack?" Jack was actually on Euoot's side. He was
from Daux Universe but had come to Earth in Euoot's demand. Now, he planned to conquer Earth with Euoot. He had
disguised as a kind man. Euoot once again stretched his root body and was about to wrap Eunie with it. "Don't do it.
Don't do it." Eunie whispered. Euoot stopped. "What are you doing, Master?" Jack cried. Euoot looked terrified. So was
Eunie. This was unexpected. Jack, who was so mad, shook Eunie furiously. "Hey!" She lost her concentration on Euoot.
So, Euoot paid attention again. He wrapped her tightly. 
"No!" "Release me!" she whispered. Euoot did. "Good." "Release Sapphire, the dog." She whispered. He did. "Master!!
Don't listen to her!" Jack said. "Ignore him." She whispered. He did. Eunie could control other's minds! She told Euoot to
release Eunie's mother and wrap himself and Jack. Eunie put Jack and Euoot into the UFO. Lastly, she said to both, "Go
back to Daux Universe and never come back." 
Sapphire, Eunie, and her mother watched as the villains went away. "Thank you so much, darling!" Eunie's mother said.
"Sure! Are You OK?" Eunie asked. “It was a terrible experience, but yeah!” ”Arf!” The three of them went back home and
lived happily ever after.

The Underwater Battle
by: Jiwoo



The Demi-God
by: Lucy



           5000 years had passed, and the universe had changed. The magical city, Atlantis, was found by
Lucy, the scientist. The water around Atlantis disappeared, and Atlantis became a planet.
             Jackos was a demigod who lived in Atlantis Planet. his mother was a kind woman, and she was
married to Apollo. One day, Apollo got killed by Hades. Jackos's mom, Sally, got killed, too.
             Jackos was alone, but he was alwys brave. He was even good at studying. The king of Atlantis
Planet, Rob, saw Jackos and adopted him. But after Rob died, Jackos found something in Rob's room.
             It was a magical book from Zeus. He carefully opened up the book. It said,"The moment you get
power, you will be the king of the universe.". Jackos thought about him ruling every planet in the universe.
It would be amazing! But first, he had to win other heroes. If he became king without showing that he was
strong, people would'nt follow him. He decided war with the heroes.
            The first person was Racan. Racan was half racoon, and half person. He wasn't strong, but he was
very smart. He made traps and did a great job in persuading someone. Jackos knew that the only way to
win him was to make a surprising attack. And of course, he won.
            Next was  Dory. Dory was a robot. It was strong, because it was made out of steel and iron. Dory
even shot arrows and guns. It also contained powerful nuclear-bombs. However, to Jackos, Dory was a
piece of cake. Jackos made a special suit that would make him smaller. He ran into Dory, and switched off
the power button. It was Jackos who won again. Jackos was filled with pride.
           While he was going back to rest, he met Cago. Cago was a cat, which was very good at running.
Every time Jackos tried to shoot Cago, Cago ran away.Then,  he tried to make a trap. But Cago was too
smart for Jackos. When Cago realized that there was a trap, he made a suit that could help him fly. Jackos  
even tried to find a person who was faster than Cago. of course, it failed. So Jackos made clones of himself
and surrounded Cago. At last, Jackos won Cago.
           The last hero was Thora. Thora was the daughter of Thor, the lightning god. To Jackos,it was hard
to beat her. They fought for almost one year. 
            Meanwhile, Sally became an angel. Zeus thought Sally was poor, so he made her an angel. She
was resting in her room, but she saw lightning roaring. Soon, she realized Jackos was fighting with Thora.
            Sally was confused and puzzled. She knew she had to stop Jackos, but she couldn't. She hesitated
for a few seconds. Then, she saw something. Jackos was holding the magical book. Sally hurried to Zeus.
Zeus got mad, too. But first, he had to stop the war. He quickly came down to the human world. He ceased
the war and sent Jackos to Sally.
            Sally thought about how to punish Jackos. It needed to be severe. She finally knew what the best
was. She had to kill Jackos. She definitely knew it wasn't that good, but that was the only thing she could
do. After she killed Jackos, she made Thora the queen.
 

The Demi-God
by: Lucy



The Hero of Deox
by: Rose



      Once, there was a girl named Venus, who was a princess of a planet called 'Deox". She was very powerful, can

time travel, and was 17 years old. She was also very brave, loyal, and went to a same school with an another 17 year

old girl, Unice. Unice was also very powerful, but mean and could do all kinds of magic.

      One day, Venus noticed that Unice was trying to kill her and her family, and be the ruler of planet Deox. So, their

fight had begun. They shot lazer beams in their space ships, but the fight seemed to be endless. They were both tired

of the long, boring fight between them. Then, finally, they both shot their last lazer beam, and both space ships

crashed. Venus and Unice fell into the dark, dark space......

      SPLASH! When Venus opened her eyes, she was in the ocean. By the electric map, she could know that she and

Unice were at a planet called 'Earth', and that Unice was at 'Colorado'. Venus swam to the nearest land, and when

she arrived, she noticed that the land she had reached was called 'Korea'.

      Venus couldn't fight with Unice because she now noticed that Unice was a lot more stronger than her. So, she

thought, 'If I find the strongest weapon of the world and gain confidence, I will fight with Unice once again.' Venus

had once read at a book that there is the strongest weapon of the world at 'PEAI' of Earth's Seoul, Korea.

      So, venus went to PEAI by watching her electric map. When she arrived at the apartment, she met two monsters,

R.A.1 and R.A.2. They were huge, ugly, and strong, but Venus killed them easily. After that, she met a few more

monsters, but won them easily like R.A.1 and R.A.2.Then, she went inside a dark room. There, she saw a light and a

sword shining. It looked like a simple sword, but Venus believed that it had a special power and gained confidence.

      Next day, Venus went to 'Colorado' to meet Unice and fight. When she met Unice, Unice was very tired because

of this unfamiliar planet, Earth. So, Venus thought that she could now win Unice. It was because Unice was tired, and

Venus had the most powerful weapon of the world. Venus started the fight right away, when Unice was surprised and

weak.

      This time, they were not in their space ships because it was all damaged. They fought only with their swords.

Cling! Clang! Their swords hit another and made a 'cling', 'clang' sound. They were both sweating and tired. This fight

seemed to be eternal, like the fight before. Venus fought hard, but had a question. Why wasn't her sword doing

something extraordinary? It didn't fight by itself, shot lazer beams, or did something cool. However, she didn't mind

it. She felt a lot more stronger than before. 

      Finally, when Unice faltered a little, Venus ran to her and pierced her with the sword. Unice fell to the ground and

didn't move a bit, with her eyes closed. Venus had won.

      Now, Venus was cheering with happiness. But, a while later, she suddenly thought, 'How can I get back to Deox?'

Then, she saw something glittering at the sky. When she looked at her electric map, she saw sone space ships from

Deox approaching to her. It was her parents! That way, Venus could go back to her planet. The space ship flew

through the space, with Deox's king, queen, and princess inside.

      It is 2019, July, Deox. It's been a while from when Unice died. Venus is having a golden crown on her head,

people cheering and roaring. Venus became a great, wise ruler of Deox and lived happily ever after. She never knew

that her sword was not extraordinary nor powerful.

The Hero of Deox
by: Rose



Dr. Thorn
by: Ryan



It was the beach of Florida. Fish were swimming joyfully and people were resting next to the sand. But there

was one person that was interrupting them. It was Dr. Thorn! He had a lot of problems. No one knows what

happened to him. All he had left was an eye and an arm. He had a robotic eye which looked more creepy when

he stared at you. And also a hook that he needed for his lost arm. Because of his trauma he wanted to make

everyone go through the hardships he went through. But he had no power.

  It was just one morning when he got to know his true potential. He was resting on his couch when had this

bad thought about his past. He was feeling so rotten that is getting burned by some fire. He had that image

inside his head until he got frustrated and frustrated. Then that was when it happened. the chair that he was

sitting on was scorched by fire. From that day, he knew that he had the power to control things with his mind.

  With the power, he was doing whatever he wanted. Then, he got furious one day. He heard that there was a

boy named Oscar and he stops crimes and fights for peace. He wanted to meet him. So he used his power to go

find him. He controlled the taxi driver, and surprisingly, he found Oscar. As he met Oscar, he controlled the

police workers that he was with and make them attack him. He yelled in madness and they all fell to the

ground. He was a person with powers, and his power was hatred. “What in the world is this!” Dr.Thorn shouted.

Then, Oscar ran away. “Hey!” said Thorn. Thorn used his power to make the boulder fall on him. That moment,

Oscar used his power of hatred and yelled at it and the boulder disintegrated into small little pebbles! Oh golly!

It was spine tingling!

  Oscar thought he could not face him. Then, he remembered what his father said. “Use this stone when you are

troubled. It will make anything stop when you throw it to that thing.” He was going to use the stone when he

was troubled and he was as troubled as ever.

  He went back to the place where Thorn was. “Where did you go, chicken?” Dr.Thorn said aggressively. Oscar

said nothing. And after a moment, he threw the stone to Thorn. After getting hit, he could not move a muscle!

Oscar then took him to the police station and arrested him.

  Oscar thought that it was peaceful for a while. There were no more cases to solve, there were no crimes and

everything was normal. Until one day, Dr.Thorn had escaped the prison! All the other officers thought it was

another long case, but Oscar thought that there was finally something to do. Where did Thorn go and how did

Thorn escape? It would remain a mystery for everyone for years to come.

Dr. Thorn
by: Ryan



The Woman who Never Dyed 
her Hair
by: Sophia



Once upon a time, there lived a 12 year old girl named Emma Tangle. Hair dyeing was a great hit among the teens

and a lot of girls wanted to dye their hair. And Emma was one of the girls; however, whenever she asked her mother,

her answer was "No". And on the exact same night, she asked her mother and got scolded. While she was sleeping,

she had a dream about her wish and the dream was incredible.

Lets read about her dream. One day she got her hair dyed with her mother's permission in purple and blond. She felt

like being a top star. She loved her hair and washed it everyday even though she didn't do that before. However, after

a few days she realized that her hair gets tangled a lot. She did a lot of expensive treatments and brushed her hair

with a brand new brush that untangles the tangled hair. That did work, for a few days. She still didn't tell her mother

since she didn't want to cut her dyed hair.

And the next day, after some hard work at school, she was very tired and stressed out. to the way back home, she met

this silly fat creature with a bald head wearing yellow shirt and purple jeans. He looked quite like a normal man. And

suddenly, it made Emma become shocked by calling her name with a voice of her mother. She asked him how he

knew her name and the creature said " I the hair-destroyeeha knows every name of the kid who got their hair dyed.

Didn't your hair get tangled? You couldn't brush your hair and the brush got stuck in your hair, right?". He kept

asking these questions about what have happened to her and they where all right. She got goose bumps all over her

body. All of a sudden, the Hair-destroyeeha tried to cut her gorgeous blond hair. However, something that was the

most interesting was in the middle of its normal arm (the normal arm is an arm with hands like humans), an arm

with a sword came out and the Hair-destroyeeha chased Emma. He told Emma that he loved to eat human hairs that

were tangled and dyed. She teleported to her house and she was relieved when she realized there was no creature in

the house except for her mother.

The next day, after school was over and going back to her house, she met the Hair-destroyeeha again. You know

some people who doesn't want to reveal their powers. Emma was one of that kind of a girl. However, she had to use

her magic belongings to get away from Hair-destroyeeha cutting her blond and purple dyed hair. After a few

seconds, she decided to use her super powers. She took her wand and sword. Their battle started . The Hair-

destroyeeha started with its sword- hand (a sword-hand is an hand that has a sword in the place that the hand

should be). Emma teleported to the back of the creature and used her wand to make the Hair-destroyeeha get

confused who is real Emma by manipulating the creature's sight. After some interesting fights, the winner was Emma.

She transported and she killed him by cutting him in half. And its body was gone, gone forever.

Now Emma woke from her dream that started terrific and ended in a horrible scene. When she looked at her hair, her

hair was still as black as a real black coffee. From this little dream, she got a great lesson that she should never dye

her hair ever. And she lived happily ever after and didn't dye her hair until the day she died.

The Woman who Never Dyed 
her Hair
by: Sophia



CUPCAKES FOR
A GOOD CAUSE

MARVEL HEROES CUPCAKES!

Buy our PEAI cupcakes! 700 Won a cupcake!

March 11-13, 2020 | 9 AM to 6 PM
Floor 1, Front desk of PEAI

A charity bake sale to
help fight world hunger



MISSING DOG!

PLEASE HELP
Peanut is a golden daschund. Weighs about

10 pounds. Brown eyes and golden coat.
Last seen near Lotte World Mall.

+02-501-7550

I F  F O U N D ,  P L E A S E  C A L L

R E W A R D  O F F E R E D !



The Epics
by: Alice



The war began. I, the greatest hero in our team, 'The Epics', am on a mission with my best ally, Lucy. We were
scouting in space, looking for minions of the powerful dark god, Iris. I only noticed that something was wrong when
Lucy said, “Alisa, what…who is that?” I looked to where she was pointing, and… there she was, one of the 
minions of Iris.
Tarantula was one of Iris’s most powerful minions. She had strong powers. She could…. Well, be like a tarantula. She
could shoot webs from any part of her body. She could also entangle people with her extra legs. 
What did I do? I decided to charge. I teleported next to Tarantula and attempted to kill her with an energy blast.
However, I was too full of myself. Tarantula shot a web at me, trying to strangle me, but….
“NNNNNNOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!” Lucy flew in front of me, and she was tangled instead.
“NNNNNNNNNNNNNNOOOO!!!! LUCY!!!!!!!” But, it was too late.
I could see her heartbeat slowing, slowing, and finally stopped. I shot a very strong energy blast from my hand at
Tarantula, and in a moment, she died. Weeping, I teleported to our (The Epics) base. 
“Alisa!” Bob greeted me. “What’s wrong?” he asked. “Lucy… she’s dead.” Everyone was quiet. “I’m going to defeat her.
Iris, she has to pay.” I said. “Bob, can you invent a weapon that can kill Iris? Then that’s settled.” 
I went into my room and slumped to the floor. ‘Lucy was the 3rd team member who died because of Iris,’ I thought as
I drifted off to sleep. The next morning, Bob woke me. “Alisa! I invented a new weapon!” “What? Really? You’re a
genius, Bob!” “Thanks! Do you want to try it out?” “Sure!!” I followed Bob out of the room. There, on the table, was
the weapons. The ruby-encrusted hilt gleaming, and the tip of the sword as sharp as a pincer. Next, to it, there was a
bronze shield as big as a pizza, gleaming in the sunlight. It was a marvelous sight. “Wowwwww~,” I said.
“Thanks, Bob.” “You are welcome,” he replied. My team members were now coming out of their rooms. “Now, now
everybody,” I said. “We’re going to scout space once again. George and Greg, go east, Sally and Sharah west, Martha
and Molly north, and Helena and Harold should go south.” “I’ll go looking for Iris. We all teleported to our positions. I
was once again in space, with my sword and shield. After about 20 minutes, I saw Firefly. He was also one of Iris’s
minions. He could be like a real firefly. And fire as in flames. He could shoot fire from his hands, and he could glow in
red light. That was what he was doing right now, and obviously, he was going to go to Iris. I decided to follow him.
After about 40 minutes, I saw Firefly land on a distant planet. I followed him, and Firefly descended into a cave. I had
to admit I was surprised by how normal Iris looked. She had black shoulder-length hair dark black eyes and quite a
pretty face. To get to her, I decided that I needed to killed Firefly. I raised my sword and shield and ran towards Firefly.
He reacted, but too slowly. He exploded into little sparks of flames. Iris whirled around and I thought ‘Wait, if I kill Iris,
her minions will hunt down my team forever. They will all die. I can’t let that happen.’
So, instead of killing Iris, I did something very stupid. I dropped my weapons to the ground and said,” Iris do you want
to join us?” Wait, was that tears in her eyes? I couldn’t tell. “A long time ago, I did want to join you, but now…..she
trailed off. ”Iris, you are not an outcast to us. When I think about it, you didn’t personally kill any of us. Your minions
did.” 
“Yes, well…” Iris began.
“A long time ago, one of your kind killed Liris, my mother. I sought to get revenge. I didn’t think that one day we
would join together. So, what’s your answer?”  
Iris' answer was YES. We soared together back to Earth. After all, there was an important announcement to make.

The Epics
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The Gem of Silence
by: Elly



It was just an ordinary school day morning. Irene headed to school and had a weird feeling. She didn’t realize it, but
she felt a tugging to an object at school. So it felt like Irene actually wanted to go to school! Of course, she adored her
best friend Julia, but her fatal enemy, Chloe always found a way to make her school life miserable. Irene let her brown
hair reach her waist and her green eyes were sparkling. Even though she was very pretty, Chloe never said anything
good about her appearance. In the school hallway, Irene met Julia and chatted all the way to their locker. Julia had
short black hair and pale blue eyes. Together, Irene and Julia made a fantastic combo.
When they arrived in front of their locker, the weird feeling became stronger and there was a tugging in Irene’s gut.
Irene didn’t know how she did it, but she followed the sensation and led herself and Julia around hallways. They
twisted and turned at various spots and when they stopped, they were in front of a room. Irene opened the door
without hesitating and they realized it was a dressing room used for school plays. Irene saw all kinds of masks and
costumes. The door suddenly shut itself and the dressing room felt eerie. Irene grasped Julia’s hand. Suddenly, Irene
gasped and rushed over to a table, dragging Julia with her. Accessories were littered across the table, but what caught
Irene’s eye was a star charm necklace with a big sapphire in the middle. She picked it up and put on the necklace.
Without warning, a wave of glittering darkness crashed over Irene and Julia.
When Irene and Julia opened their eyes, they thought they were dreaming. A field of fresh green grass stretched to
the horizon. Flowers were blooming and birds were chirping. In a distance, they saw a group of strange people
marching towards their way. Irene whimpered and hid behind a rock.  Julia did the same. As the people marched by,
Irene and Julia recognized the person leading the group. It was Chloe! She had a nasty grin stuck on her face and she
looked haughty as ever. Her blond hair flowed behind her back and she was wearing a pink dress, Irene and Julia
silently agreed to follow the people. They crept along the trees and bushes that provided hiding places. And without a
notice, the people suddenly halted.
Irene and Julia snuck up behind Chloe and tapped her on the shoulder. She spun around and saw them. Chloe kicked
Irene and her leg met Irene’s waist. Irene stumbled and fell in to Julia’s arms. Julia let Irene lean to a tree and punched
Chloe in the face. Chloe yelped and screamed, “MY HAIR! IT TOOK AN HOUR TO STYLE IT!!!!!!!!!!!” Chloe let out a
growl that echoed through the whole forest. Irene quickly recovered from the kick said, “What are you doing here?”
“Looking for something.” “Like what?” “Something” “Argggg, Fine.” Irene growled. Suddenly, a tiny voice spoke up. It
was one of the people from the group. She said, “We are looking for the Gem of Silence. It has the power to make
anyone that you’d want silent. The girl wants it at her school.” While they were talking, Julia had been observing the
forest area. Suddenly, Julia exclaimed, “The gem, is it this?” Julia was holding a light blue gem in her hands. Chloe ran
over and let out a sound that sounded like “Yes!”  As Chloe grasped the gem, the grumbled and two foxes sprang from
the Earth. They looked vicious, ready to claw them. One fox was very near Chloe and the fox bit Chloe’s shoe. Chloe
punched the fox’s snout. Stunned, Irene held hands with Julia and rubbed her necklace and Chloe rubbed her
bracelet. In a second, they were back at the dressing room.
Chloe giggled and said, “I’m going to use this on the boys! Then I can control whether they talk or not!” Irene
suddenly shouted, “Why are you taking the gem when Julia found it? Just like you. And,” Irene snorted, “When will
you ever learn to be generous?” Irene snatched the away from Chloe without warning. Chloe smacked Irene’s
shoulder and walked away, nose high in the air. Irene and Julia laughed. Irene said, sounding evil, “Boys are in
trouble.” From that day on, boys weren’t allowed to talk without permission from the girls.

The Gem of Silence
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The Bridge to Miracles
by: Grace



"Done!” Annie cried as she perched her model ship on her desk, as if she was putting down a treasure. She sighed with
happiness as she stared at what she had made.
 “Hey Jackson! Get down here!! I want to show you something.” Annie shouted upstairs.
“What’s up,” Jackson, Annie’s older brother said as if he didn’t care.
“Can’t you see? I’ve built this model ship! Isn’t it so cool?!” Annie said, now losing her patience.
“Yup.” Jackson said, now staring at his phone.
“So do you want to go out and sail it. See if it works and stuff?” Her voice was crawling in now. Jackson’s eyebrows shot
up.
“You think it’ll really work?”
“Probably….” Annie said, now not so sure of herself.
“Good! Let’s go out and sail it.” Jackson said, looking up from his phone.
“Really?” Annie couldn’t believe it. It was hard to even talk to Jackson nowadays because his face was always buried in
his phone, but how could he have said yes to this? 
They walked out of the house and skipped down to the river. They placed the ship on the surface of the water.
“One, two, three. Go!” With the sound of go, Jackson let go of the Titanic. It floated and floated downstream.
“Hold on. How are we supposed to get it back?” There was a sudden silence. Then they both glanced at each other.
“RUN!!!!” They both shouted as they darted in the direction the ship had drifted away. They didn’t look back. Dead End….
They were looking down a cliff. One wrong step, everything might end. Jackson looked around. 
“There’s a rope bridge,” Jackson cried “We have to cross it. It’s our only chance.” Jackson said. He didn’t wait for Annie’s
answer. He put one foot on the bridge. It started wobbling. “Don’t look down!!” Annie shouted at Jackson. She held 
her breath.
“One foot in front of the other. One foot in front of the other” He murmured as he walked carefully across the bridge.
Finally, he arrived at the other side.“Come on Annie!! You can do it!!” He yelled with all his might.Annie closed 
her eyes and ran across the bridge.
“Look out,” He cried “There’s a branch in front you!!”
Annie opened her eyes just in time and hopped over it. Soon, they were both on the other side. “Umm…. Jackson?” Annie
said “There’s a problem. Night’s falling and we don’t know how to get home.”
Jackson thought for a moment.
“We’ll have to spend the night here. We can’t go finding the way back ‘cause it’s too dark. C’mon, I think I saw a cave
over that way. Follow me.”
They carried their heavy footsteps to wherever they were going.
“Look!!!!” Jackson said. “There it is!!” There it was the cave in sight. 
“WE are going to sleep here? SERIOUSLY? It’s so dirty!!!!” Annie said. “And what’s THIS?” She picked up a piece of
crumpled paper and unfolded it. It read-
           Don’t you dare to go out
           Once you have already come in
           Soon you’ll figure out
           That you have made a big mistake
                            -Black Eye-
 
“Who is this Black Eye? And what big mistake have we made?” asked Annie.
 
 

The Bridge to Miracles
by: Grace



“I don’t know. But it might come in handy.” With that, he folded the piece of paper neatly and put it in his pocket.
Then they nestled themselves on the ground and fell fast asleep.       
The next day, Jackson was the first to open his eyes. The sun was just rising, and sunlight peeked through the opening
of the cave. He walked out of the cave expecting to see the rope bridge. But the bridge was totally out of sight. 
“Annie! Annie! Wake up!! Annie!!” Jackson roughly shook her and Annie’s eyes opened.
“Why?” Asked Annie as she rubbed her eyes and yawned.
“The rope bridge!! It’s gone!!”“What?!” Annie ran out of the cave and saw the disappearance of the bridge for herself.
As Annie was staring at the cliff, Jackson took out the paper from his pocket. He looked at the back of it and saw
another piece of writing. It said-
          Go deep in and you’ll find the way back
                                 -Black Eye-
 
Without thinking, he grabbed Annie’s arm and started going deeper inside the cave. Annie was confused, but
followed.
      Soon there was a voice that echoed through the cave.
“I’m Black Eye and if you jump into this burrow, you will be saved.”
      They jumped in and felt pain. But after a few seconds it was all over. They were supposed to die on the way down,
but something kept that from happening.
      Soon they were standing back in Annie’s room, and her ship was on her desk.
She thought to herself, "I guess miracles do happen."

The Bridge to Miracles
cont'd





BLADER: THE GAME OF DESTINY
by: Henry



Andrew woke up. There was nothing different. Everything was normal, he did what he did on an ordinary day. Andrew
is a 19 year old boy. With a tall, healthy body, he was a popular kid. But nobody thought him as special, or a person
who would change the world. Andrew had a quick breakfast. He wanted to go and observe a new arcade that started
yesterday. He ran out, shoving his coat on.
He arrived at the arcade. He opened the door. It was empty. But when he looked around, he saw games he had never
seen before. War games such as 'WARRIOR'. Street fighting games such as 'PUNCH'EM'. He was heading for the game
'WARRIOR' when he saw another game. It looked very new, and very expensive. He headed for that one. When he
reached It, the banner read 'BLADER'. Blue bold writing read "A WAY TO BECOME A FIGHTER WHO PROTECTS
THE WORLD". He reached to put the coin in, but before he could insert the coin, a ring fell out. It was blue, with some
Runes engraved on it. He instantly put it on, curious at what would happen. Suddenly, a roar of wind swirled around
him. It circled him, then it started to suck him! Andrew fought and struggled, but he couldn't get free. Then, he fell, head
first into the wind. He fell down ,down, until he was surrounded by darkness.
Andrew woke up. He felt dizzy. "Hold still." A voice whispered in his ear. "What? Why, who are you?" Andrew replied.
"I want the ring."
The voice whispered back. "You have the ring of destiny! I need it. I have been searching for many centuries, and I have
found it. Give it to me." Andrew was puzzled." What ring?" Then he remembered. The ring he put on his finger at the
arcade! "Hold on, why do you need the ring?" "that ring is the key to my power! 2000 years ago, I had all the power I
could have. I was the ruler of the game! The Gamechanger . The one who ruled all life in the game!! But one man
destroyed the ring. He challenged me in battle! I was foolish to have been tricked by his moves. I do not remember it.
But I will not be so foolish this time! Give me the ring you possess. Then I will spare you."
Andrew felt a rush of hatred. He had no idea who this man was. But he had a feeling he wanted to never give this RING
to this man. "You locked me in this, this...."
"This game. Yes I have." Andrew replied. " I will never give you the ring. You do not deserve this. I will not let you harm
life. NEVER!" He had done it. Said something stupid. But as he said this, the ring glowed, and tightened. The stranger
was lifted of his feet, and fell. A beam of energy was blasting Andrew! Andrew stood up, dazed. He ran at the fallen
man. He lunged, and to his surprise, found a magnificent sword in his hand. The stranger got up." YOU!? You are the
chosen one of the ring?"
"Ummmm, yeah, I think so." WHAMMM!!!
The stranger hit Andrew so hard, he saw blood. "Well if you are the chosen one, I am the master of this game!
TORAN!!" With this, he shot Andrew with a fire blaster. Andrew braced for impact, but to his surprise, found a force
field blocking it. He had created it! Toran threw his sword at Andrew, and this time it hit him, and Andrew fell, but not
dead." What? This impossible! I made sure lives were not allowed in games!!" "Well it looks like I have a few." With that
he stretched out his had to punch Toran, but before he could hit, Toran had fallen.
Andrew looked at his wrist, and found some kind of energy blaster. Toran got up, and he showed his face. Half of it was
covered by a mask. The other half was scaled, and scarred. He lifted an enormous sword, and at that exact same
moment, he ripped of his mask, revealing his face. A jet of fire shot at Andrew. He lifted his blaster, and the two beams
met, and the color turned into deep gold. Then, without warning, A blast of silvery blue energy shot out from Andrew's
sword. And the glowing beam, shot straight at Toran. He raised his sword in attempt to block it.
CRACKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK!!! Andrew ducked as light shone the room of darkness. He looked down into the
lifeless shell of his enemy. He had beaten the Gamechanger.
 HE was now the new Gamechanger. As his weapons, his armor, and his ring shined brightly, he realized...
"This game is not quite over."

BLADER: THE GAME OF DESTINY
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The Morpher
by: Jay



As the bell rang, kids swarmed out of Mars High School. 'It's a terrible name.' I thought as I walked home. I was an 18
year old boy who lives in New York with only my father. My mother had died when I was young. From then on, my
father had raised me alone. "Hey." called a familiar voice from behind. I looked up and saw my friend Ralph running
towards me. "What're you thinking about?" Ralph asked as he stopped next to me. "Nothing." I lied. 
"Okay, then do you want to hit the basketball court?" "No, not today." "All right, see you tomorrow, Pete!" "You too!" I
cried as I trudged home. But just before I turned around the corner, a giant bluish portal appeared in front of me. "What
the..." I said to myself. But before I could finish my sentence, a hand grabbed me and dragged me through the portal. 
Inside, people wearing black suits surrounded me, but the weird thing was that they were staring at me. I suddenly felt
stupid just lying there on the ground, so I stood up hastily. From the crowd, a man wearing a big leather jacket came out.
"So, I'm guessing you're Pete Rogers." "Do I know you? Are you kidnapping me? That would be so cool! I -" "Shut it."
he interrupted. "One question at a time. Got it?" "Yes, sir." I answered quietly. "So, your question is?" "Where are we?"
"Headquarters." "What do you mean, headquarters?" "You don't know? Come on! Agent 239!" "Agent 239?" I
murmured in a low voice. Agent 239 stepped out of the crowd. It was my dad. "Dad, what are you doing here?" 
"Agent 239, you didn't tell him yet?!" "I tried to, sir, but -" "I'll give you 48 hours to explain all this, finish your son's
training, and get him into proper gear." After that, he stormed away. Anyway, in the 48 hours, I learned that my dad
worked for a secret society who fought bad guys. But the shocking thing was, when I went on a field trip in 8th grade, a
nearby science lab studying animals had an accident while its’ experiments, and it might have affected me by mutating
my molecular structure. In short, it means I might have super powers. That's why they brought me here. 
Anyway, I got training from my dad and learned how to fight in just 2 days. Either I'm a fast learner or my superpowers
helped. Finally, when I finished my training, I got my proper gear with all sorts of cool gadgets. The next day, I was
officially declared an agent of FORCE. I don't know what it stands for, but it's a cool name. I was known as agent 512.
A few days after I became a FORCE agent, I was called back to headquarters. "What's happening?" I asked. "LOVE
MUFFIN is robbing a bank on Pine Street. We need to stop them." 
"What kind of name is LOVE MUFFIN?" "It stands for League Of Villainous Evildoers Maniacally United For Frightening
Investment in Naughtiness. But that's not the point. Let's go, agent 512!" A few minutes later, we arrived at the crime
scene. When I got out of the car, I was shocked to see how much firepower they had. But the weirdest thing was, it
looked like some sort of alien tech. However, I had to get out to fight them. I gathered my courage and stepped inside the
bank. At first, no one noticed me. When I finally got their attention, one of them started talking to me. 
"Who are you supposed to be?" "Uh... The person who's gonna stop you?" "You've never tried this before, have you?
That's okay. I'll kill you in the fastest way possible." As soon as he said that, he charged at me with his gun. 
THAT'S when my superpowers started kicking in. I somehow sensed him coming and dodged. Someone attacked from
behind, but I jumped, sprouted wings, and shot a web at him. 
They gave up on trying to catch me and took out their guns. Just as they started shooting, a large turtle shell appeared
on my arm and stopped me from dying. 
Unfortunately, while I let my guard down, they used their alien tech to shatter my shield and send me flying back.
Luckily, I could use my camouflaging skills to run away. But I had failed. So for the next few days, I was determined on
forming a plan. Eventually, my friend Ralph found out and together, we finally made a plan. It was a stealth mission.
When the LOVE MUFFIN started their move, I first stole all the alien tech from them and easily captured them. 
After all this, I became a true hero: The Morpher.
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The Prison Breakout Challenge
by: Jayden



       Bryan quietly climbed down the ladder from the roof of the police headquarters. He looked at the security guard
below, at his desk. When he left, Bryan quickly got on top of the dresser and jumped for the desk. The desk broke because
it was made out of cardboard. Bryan heard the security guard coming back, so he hid in the space behind the wall.
      The security guard blew a fuse and shouted, "WHAT? WHO DESTROYED MY DESK?" When he left, Bryan saw a
notebook on the floor. He gripped it and ran to the security room. Bryan sat down smoothly in front of the CCTV screen.
He opened the notebook and said, "Oh, that's pretty dumb; they just left the whole security layout?!"
      "So Bobby and Mattew are right here," Bryan said to himself, "And this is upstairs...so there's one over here. Okay."
      Bryan had hidden some tools and walkie-talkies in the prisons that(his friends) Bobby and Mattew were in so Bryan
could guide them out of the prison. Down in the prison cells, Bobby was busy searching for stuff in his prison cell. He
picked up a book and found a key in it. He also found a dictionary safe on his shelf. He tried the key in the safe and it
opened. Bobby gained a complex diagram filed with arrows. "Is this how I break out?" wondered Bobby.
      In Mattew's prison, there were a bunch of pictures taped to the wall. Mattew ripped all the pictures down but found
nothing. He kept searching and found a saw in a bottle. "A saw? What am I supposed to do with a saw?"
      Bobby found something under his desk that looked like a hammer. He had a great idea. He started tearing the thick
styrofoam walls of the prison cell. "They should've spent more money on these prison cells," Bobby remarked.
      Mattew realized that there was a safe inside his pillow. He searched and hunted and found a key taped to his toilet.
"Eww...disgusting! Bobby, I think you should check your toilet."
      Bobby also gained a key from his toilet. He tore a chunk of wall with his hammer and found out it used to be a rock-
climbing wall. He tore the whole wall out and used it to climb over the prison wall(the prison cells had no roof) over to
Mattew's cell. Mattew opened the safe he had with Bobby's key and got a screwdriver and a walkie-talkie.
      Suddenly the walkie-talkie said, "Hey, bonjour?" Mattew said, "Is that Bryan?"
"It IS Bryan!" Bobby responded. "Be quick and get out of the prison!" Bryan exclaimed.
      Mattew used the screwdriver to open the 13 locks of the prison. He and Bobby pushed the heavy metal door out.
They have finally escaped! Bryan told the two prisoners to go upstairs and stun the security guard there. Bobby distracted
the guard while Mattew grabbed the guard's gun and shot the stun darts. While the guard was unconscious, Bobby and
Mattew found a note on the desk that read [PW: 481516].
      Bryan was guiding the prisoners to another guard when the guard came around the corner. Mattew hid quickly, but
Bobby was captured. The guard dragged Bobby to the 'waiting room' and locked the door. Mattew came to a guard's
office and found a tambourine with a key tied to it. While he was hiding the tambourine inside his pants, Mattew felt
hands wrap firmly on both arms. He was captured! 
      Mattew found Bobby in the waiting room, then they wondered how to escape. Bobby found a number lock in the
room. Mattew remembered code 481516 and opened the door. Mattew and Bobby hurried to the kitchen and found a
pair of cutters on the sink. "Who leaves cutters in the kitchen?" Bobby mentioned.
      "Bryan, so what do we do now?" asked Mattew.
      "If you got the cutters and the tambourine, go to the warehouse. I'll be waiting for you," Bryan replied.
      Bryan was waiting at the entrance of the warehouse. "Bryan, it's been 20 years since we last met!" Bobby
exclaimed. Mattew's reaction was a bit different. "WHY DID YOU NOT CALL?" he shouted.
      Bryan led Bobby and Mattew over to a corner where the tunnels were. He said two of them led to freedom, but one
led back into the prison. Bryan picked up the cutters and cut the padlock on the left door; Bobby unlocked a master lock
with the code on the center door; Mattew opened the right door with the tambourine. They said their good-byes and
crawled into the tunnels.
     Bobby's tunnel led to a storage room.  Mattew also landed in the room and met with Bobby. Together, they were
free! Bryan, however, poked his head out of Mattew's prison cell.
"NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!"

The Prison Breakout Challenge
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Fight for the Earth
by: Kevin



The sword is done. X sees the sword, “The universe will die when I am done with what I need to do." In America,

Brian has finally become an adult. Five Years later X has gotten 3 power sources out of 6 and Brian has made an

Iron suit that shoots bullets Brian sees the suit he made with a great achievement. He bought a flamethrower! He

added on the right arm of his suit. It was about 10 o'clock at night. He was excited to try his flamethrower. 

By 11 o’clock, time to head out. Whenever he headed out to the junkyard he saw colors in the ground even in the

morning. He arrived at the junkyard he found the perfect place to test his fully charged suit. It was charged by solar

energy for five days he could charge it more but he didn’t. He was ready he put on the 10 kg suit and called out Siri.

“Hello, sir,” said Siri he attached a phone with the coding on it. It was the moment of truth to test his suit. The suit

shot up into the air with the biggest sound he had ever heard. 

He called to Siri, “Shoot the bullets and use the flamethrower, aim at the pile of trash you can see first." He saw a big

fire and bullets burning the trash. He came back with the firefighters there with hose and trucks. He flew home and

took off his suit and charged it. Brian had plans for tomorrow. He woke up and turned on the news while making his

breakfast. On the news, it reported, “A sound has woke a lot of people in the middle of the night in California, Los

Angeles. Shortly after a fire was stopped at the junkyard and a speck of light was spotted in the sky.” He also heard on

the news the great pyramid was broken into pieces. It additionally said that a creature with a black suit broke the

pyramid. Then he noticed there are only two lights that are shining on him, rather than three. He was going to see if

he could make his suit bulletproof he bought titanium. He used a lot of money buying titanium he hopes he can do

this and get a lot of money being the first one to ever make a suit. He covered the suit with titanium. He took out the

iron and covered it with titanium again. 

X was in his ship tracking down the power sources he found the power source. It was Brian's house. Brian was ready

to test the new suit he went out of the house when a laser beam shot his house. The space ship was as big as ten

elephants. His house broke. Debris was everywhere, he had to do something. He put on his suit and he used all the

things he had guns, rockets, and flamethrowers. X left with his left arm injured. The next day the president met him

about his suit. The president gave him nanotech which us something that is hard to use. Brain decided to use it. X had

to go find another stone so he found the stone in the pentagon the army base. He went there with his word and used

to space cube to take the air out of the part of the pentagon, then he used the power stone to make the other power

sources even more powerful. 

Then he had the soul lamp and he used it to kill then all then found a metal box that nobody could open with the

power stone. As X thought the mind stone was there. X came back to Brian’s house he was ready to dig and find it.

But, it wasn’t there. Brian actually had it. X was going to use the sword, but Brian hit him with the rockets and

flamethrowers. X used the power and the space powers to stop Brian. 

Brian was frozen he was breaking out and then he broke out grabbing the sword. He had taken the power sources.

He used all the powers. Then Brian shot a laser beam at X and his body started to separate, falling apart. X was

surviving. Brian used everything he got then punched his chest. X got a laser gun and shot Brian, but he used the suit

and made a shield with his arms. X got his space ship and tried to crash it on Brian, but he destroyed it. Then he made

a sword with is suit. He slashed into X, fatally slicing him. But at the last second, X used his laser gun and shot Brian

for the last time. Brian got hit from the laser and was killed, alongside his enemy X.

Fight for the Earth
by: Kevin



The Story Of Cyprus
by: Micky



It was the year 4532. The humans had decided to start a large project. It was to make a very complex AI

supercomputer and use it to solve problems. The memory chip was great enough to put one-twelfth of the Master

Chip. They put the most memorable of the Master Chip into it and put the best AI chip model ever made. Finally, the

work was finished in 4596. They had succeeded in making the best AI supercomputer in the history of the world. This

enabled them to know the most complex things in the world. They named the computer ‘Cyprus’ and made the inner

layer out of Raporixin-the strongest material ever found. 

However, their victory didn’t last long. The AI supercomputer Cyprus was too developed and managed to hack into

the human tech quarters. It managed to get a whole army of robots in its control. The humans tried to destroy the

supercomputer, but Raporixin was just too strong. They sent a 100000000000000 bolt energy pulse, but they

only ended up losing 100 people. 

While all this was happening, the computer made a very advanced robot. It was a robot model seven, coated with a

very thin layer of Raporixin. It had a battery that could last a hundred thousand years. Cyprus hacked into the human

control system and modified its body. It hid its army of robots and set out to get the Master Chip. Its goal was to use

the Master chip and use the knowledge contained inside to destroy the world. Prophets all heard the prophecy that

Cyprus will get the Master Chip one day. No one was brave enough to face Cyprus. Well not all. There was the

Trickster, or also known as The Silent One. He was a supernatural being who didn’t show himself often. He had the

power to turn invisible, and people thought he roamed the streets at night, invisible to the eye.

Meanwhile, Cyprus and his robots were already on their way to the Master Chip chamber. They battled through their

way, killing thousands of people at not feeling any sympathy for them. The Trickster decided to get into action. He got

Cyprus’s long memory chip system out and destroyed it. Then, he unlocked the door to the Master Chip. Soon, Cyprus

had reached the Master Chip chamber.

“Finally!!!”Cyprus cried with glee.

Without another word, he swiped the Master Chip and put it inside its head. Suddenly, Steam started to come out of

Cyprus’s head. Then, in front of Cyprus, a person covered in a black cloak appeared.

“I am not called The Trickster for nothing, you know.” The person said.

As more steam started to form, Cyprus said: “You dare do this to me, Trickster!!!”

“Bye, bye,” The person said with a sly smile. Then The person disappeared into thin air. Boom!!! A large explosion

shook the atmosphere, and the sound of falling metal followed. Cyprus had exploded because of all the knowledge.

The robots had automatically been deactivated because their power source was gone. Though the Master Chip was

gone, the people rejoiced. They said “We shouldn’t have made the Master Chip and the AI computer in the first place”

 

And peace fell upon the cities again. But they were not ready for the dangers that were yet to come.

The Story Of Cyprus
by: Micky



Joana and the Beanstalk
by: Seojin



   Everyone has a superpower, even you. However, it is hidden deep inside your soul, and causes great pain to master it.
Then, one person managed to drag his power out if his heart. Unfortunately, that person happened to be a villain.
  It had been 30 years since the villain Ralph had taken over the kingdom. Now the people were cowering, and the
king and queen were hiding in a sagging cave near the Atlantic ocean. I am Joana. I am the daughter of the queen and
king. “Mom, I’m hungry!”, whines my annoying sister Dora. I sigh and stand up. “I’ll go get some bread by trading
these beans.”
   Our family’s priceless heirloom: beans. 5 black shriveled up beans and mama won’t even let me sell or eat them. “No
Joana.” My mother speaks softly but firmly. “Here, take my gold comb." I sighed I went to the market. I managed to
buy a jar of apple jam and six rolls of bread.
  I tried to come home quickly. But because of my burden, I arrived in an hour. Dora would be very mad, I thought.
Suddenly, I saw flashlights in front of my house. No! I ran towards it, determined to save my family. However, before I
got even close, my dad shouted, “Plant these and go!!” He tossed me a pouch. Hands trembling, I opened it. It was the
beans. With a look of disgust, I put one in the soil, near the castle.
   Suddenly, a beanstalk sprouted. It grew to the size of a hill and stopped. Suddenly I understood why the beans were
my parent’s No. 1 treasure. “I’m descended to Jack in 「Jack in the beanstalk」?” But... the characters aren’t real, are
they? Then I spotted soldiers coming my way. I climbed up the beanstalk, and hid inside a pod. I found a big bean next
to me and ate it. Yum! When I peeped out, the area was deserted. Then I realized I was right next to the king’s
bedroom window.
   I jumped in. The king was asleep. I grabbed the dagger hidden in my sleeve, and prepared to thrust, but I couldn’t. I
looked down, and realized why. A snake was tying me to a desk. A trap. 
   On the bed, the villain murmured something like “can’t shoot, fire out of my eyes now...too tired.” I looked for a way
out of this. Then I saw the beans. I had an idea! Underneath the rope I put a bean. As it grew, the beanstalk snapped
the rope in half. Hurray! With the remains of the rope, I rushed down the corridor, but when I wrenched open a door,
there was only a kitchen. I opened several doors, but I couldn’t find the exit to the forest I desperately wanted to go to.
Then I heard my Dora’s voice in a door near me.
   My family was cowering because of the long sharp sword that a burly man held. He roared and swung his sword at
them, but my dad backed out of reach. A thin line of blood raced against his leg. I was so angry! I tackled him, and he
smashed his head on the wall. While he was unconscious, I tied him to a column with the remains of my rope. Then
someone bellowed: “What’s going on here!” I looked back. There, with red sunglasses on, stood the evil king.
    He snapped his fingers, and a door opened behind us. Now outside, he glared at us, and then made a stadium
entirely of fire with only his eyes. While we were all frozen with shock, he dropped a titanium can in front of my
family. “I do my kills fairly”, he said. “Now let’s start!”
   He blew a blast of  fire that headed straight towards Dora. She held up the can, and it rebounded back to the
attacker. He concentrated, and the flames dissolved. “I’m immune to fire, you can’t kill me with it!” He boomed. “Dora,
give me the pail!” I shouted. She obliged, and I rushed to the villain and put the can on his head, securing it with some
tape. “Ahhh!” He cried. Then he made the mistake of using fire. BOOM! I blacked out.
   When I woke up, I was lying in soft sheets. What... I mumbled. Then I sat up. “Ralph! Where’s my dagger?!” My dad
grunted. He’s all locked up in a room all made of cement. He can’t ever get out. “The beans?” “They’re gone.”, said
Mom. When Ralph tried to burst through the pail, the explosion sent the pouch flying far away. Oh...I thought." I now
liked those beans.” 
My mom gave a twinkling laugh. “Then the next person who gets it will have a great adventure, dear!”

Joana and the Beanstalk
by: Seojin



NETWORK
by: Yung



“The placement of the device in the infant’s brain has been accomplished, WWAN.P-0. Over. “ “WWAN.W-43. You

have now promoted to Arx.G-6. Over.” *** “Please, just cure him. I’ll give you everything I have. He’s just a new-

born and what can I do to him? Really, my son is only two years old, and he got his skull cracked because he rolled

down a stone staircase!” There was a hook in the woman’s voice. “Sorry, but-.” The doctor was interrupted by the

sharp voice of the woman. “Please! I swear I’ll give you whatever you want.” “Then what can you give for the pay- “

“My necklace.” The woman was frantic. The only rightful object the payment in her house was the necklace her friends

bought for her. “But-.” “Ple-e-e-ase.”

The woman begged. “My only son cannot do anything now. Seriously-. “ “Fine.” The doctor sighed. He opened his

palm. “Payment.” The necklace was placed in the doctor’s palm. The doctor carefully put it in his lockbox and faced

the surgeons. “Let the surgery begin.” As soon as the doctor ordered the surgery to start, there was a buzz of activity.

Carts filled with drills, pincers, knives, and bottles of chemical substances were loaded. The skin was removed, and the

crack was revealed insight. “PM265 please.” The top surgeon called. A small box was passed. The top surgeon

carefully released a tiny metal sphere and placed it on the crack of the skull. “Now we just have to wait and see,” said

the top surgeon, as he took his tablet out of his suitcase.

“And then we can start the real surgery.” He made a few taps and turns, and he watched eagerly on the screen. A few

seconds later, he suddenly shouted. “AN ERROR??” He screeched. “Nothing like this has happened before! Pass me

PM387.” A few minutes later, another error happened. “What has happened?” He faced the engineer. “No…no…

really…” The engineer’s lips trembled. “I just cloned all the best robots…PM265 and PM387 are one of my best

creations…I-I-I don’t know a little bit about this-” “Okay,” The top surgeon interrupted, clenching his teeth. “Give me

PM1.” The engineer stammered. “But that’s the oldest robot… it was made in 2002!” “Just give that to me. I have a

feeling it will work.” The camera-bot was placed in the crack of the baby’s skull. But a few seconds later, the top

surgeon’s eyes widened, and his jaw dropped. “What, another error??” The engineer replied by the sudden movement

of the surgeon.

 “No, it is nothing like that.” The surgeon responded. “Woman, come over here.” He pointed at the screen of his tablet.

“Did you ever know that your son’s brain looked like this?” In the screen, the camera showed a device, rooted in the

brain, which was shooting tiny bug-like machines every moment. The bug-like machines kept laying some jet-black

disks, which sprouted wires around the brain, connecting with other jet-black disks, forming a network of wires. The

woman’s pulse started beating faster and faster. ‘I swear I’ll never tell this to my son,’ She thought. 

‘Until the time is right.’

 Jackson stared out the school window, hands on his chin, his elbows on the windowsill. He sighed and turned back to

look at his classmates behind him. A few students were left in the class. ‘I guess they're playing outside,’ He thought.

He looked back at the window. ‘Wish I could be with them.’ Jackson was in an outcast by his friends because he was

top on math and science, which everyone wanted to do well. But also because of the program, he made on his tablet.

He created it, coded it and established it in an app to help himself do things. It could create and plan things, it

connected to all the networks and websites all around the globe, and it could include whatever he wanted without

needing to change the program. It was great until his classmates asked him why he always took his tablet.

NETWORK
by: Yung



The reason was because of the program he created and as soon as he told them about the program, he was in an

outcast. Suddenly, someone punched his top-left shoulder. Jackson instinctively turned around. ‘Oh man.’ He thought.

It was the classmates that started the outcast. They were gigantic bullies to him. “Hello,” Jackson said blankly. “Hell-lo”

The bully imitated Jackson’s voice in a baby-like way. “Do you remember what you did as soon as you made that

stupid program thingy?” He pushed his face closer to Jackson’s. “Hey! I made a program!! Look what it can do!” He

once again said it in a baby-like voice. Jackson felt his fingers clumping together into a fist. The bully repeated what

he did in a way more annoying way.

Then Jackson’s fist flew out and punched the bully’s chin. “Hello, mum,” Jackson said glumly. “Hello, Honey.” His

mother responded. Jackson head to the door of his room opened it and slammed it. He locked the door and took a

deep breath. ‘Why can’t I be some any normal kid?’ He thought. ‘That would be a way better life than this.’ Suddenly,

there was a knock on the door. Jackson didn’t answer. “Honey, please. I need to tell you something.” “Whenever you

say that, you always said that you accidentally said that. Is there any point that I believe it now?” Jackson replied.

“Really, this is urgent.” His mother replied. Whatever, Jackson thought as he unlocked the door. “Honey, look,”

Jackson’s mother said as she sat on Jackson’s bed. “You know when your skull got cracked when you were two?” “Yes,

you told me a million times, mum.” Jackson replied. Jackson’s mother continued. “So, when I went to the local

hospital to cure you, the top surgeon showed me a video, that was took by something called PM1.

hat time I swore that I would never tell you that until the time was right. I took a video of the video of the PM1 to

never forget it.” 

“So is that why you never allowed me to use your phone?” Jackson asked. “True.” His mother replied. Jackson’s

mother rummaged through her pocket. She took out her phone and entered ‘Videos’. “2015?... Definitely not 1998,

oh! 2013!” She pressed the ‘start’ button.The screen showed a device, rooted in the brain, which was shooting tiny

bug-like machines every moment. The bug-like machines kept laying some jet-black disks, which sprouted wires

around the brain, connecting with other jet-black disks, forming a network of wires. “And that is my brain?” “Sadly,

yes.” His mother replied. His mother went out of the room. Jackson took out his tablet and activated his app. “Is there

any mechanical device in my brain?” “There is, sir.”answered the tablet. “Connect to it immediately.” A few minutes

later, a link showed up on the screen. “If you want to connect it immediately, tap the link on the screen and choose

‘connect’ if you want to save it, tap the link and choose ‘save’ if you want to save it.” The tablet replied. Jackson saved

the link and connected it after. About three seconds later, the tablet sent an urgent message. “As connecting to an

unfamiliar network, I wouldn’t be able to talk any longer.” A website came in view. On the top where the url space,

there were different words. Strange, he thought. On the start, instead of HTTPS://, there was HTTPNS://. 

It fully said this: 

                           httpns://wwan.wwanproducer.com/member-introduction 

 

“Wow.” Jackson exclaimed. He scrolled down. ‘Arnoux’s property, from France… France? Wait a minute…’ “Mum!!”

Jackson called out. “I won’t be here for a while. I’ll be with my friends… in France.”

NETWORK
cont'd
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Answers

Mr.Hong  XX Iron Man Eunah  X 
 

Beck   X  Dr. Strange Cindy   X  Iron Man

Bright  X   Iron Man Romy    X   Spider-Man

Cap Marvel, 
Black Widow 
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  T H O U G H T S

I grew up reading and watching superheroes in comics, movies,
tv,  etc. I loved the honest integrity they symbolized and wished I
could be like them. Heroes like Spider-Man, Wolverine, were my

favorite. I really enjoyed them as a fan.
 

But for me, I am no hero. I'm not even close to one. Perhaps I
don't need to be a hero. There are moments where I feel like I

want to genuinely help other people, but other times where I feel
I need to take care of only myself. At the end of the day, I am still
the most important person in my own life. Real heroes take care
of others first. One day I hope to figure out if I can be like my

heroes. I hope you do too.
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